OPINION

veganism”

From living in [sic], I was exposed to the media judged her — yet not a thought is spared to the man she tried to kill. She spends more and in the months since, while she may be adhering to probation requirements, her public be-

risk factors for an episode in someone already diagnosed with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. She has had a psychotic episode, but that does not magically absolve her of the crime. Nikoubin sex, obviously fishing for sympathy where she deserves none.

her victim's mocking comments had upset her and how he asked for pain and domination during

Ceaseless discussion follows of how the crime impacted her — how jail traumatized her and nothing to her.

or her new podcast, she denies him the reprieve he seeks. And despite his request for privacy, she expressed a desire to move on. By dredging this case up repeatedly through ventures like the book

and commodifies the felony she committed into an erotic, mysterious adventure. A romance vibe, featuring a blindfold like what she used on her victim, is completely inappropriate after her arrest. She spares no thought to how he must have felt or how she regrets hurting him, What brought tears of rage to my eyes was how devastatingly little Nikoubin cares about her

Instead of respecting her victim, Nikoubin is more interested in portraying herself as the vic-

embrellishing her story. Frankly, her recollection cannot be trusted.

is the top college in America, or claiming on social media that her cover song is a “hit single”

To Nikoubin, her victim isn't a person worthy of consideration in her autobiography about

to Nikoubin's desperate clawing for fame is to ignore her instead of enabling her. Don't feed her

ic, eye-catching cash cow that exploits her victim despite his wishes. The best way to respond

Nikoubin? A Bloody Las Vegas Hotel Story” is larger than life, dramatically

better off reading a phonebook. For someone trying to understand bipolar or schizophrenia, the book's overuse and under-

Nikoubin just wants to talk about herself under the guise of being a “mental health ad-

and thought processes, biological improbabilities for her mental state. It is notable

Despite being manic, stressed and inebriated, she recalls precise details, timelines

What might

A more niche but extremely noticeable flaw with Nikoubin's autobiography

one suffering.

and medicated account is

make herself seem signs of bipolar dis-

she's healing and think working with a psychiatrist once a week has completely healed her. How can Nikou-

explanation of terms like “manic” offer little insight. For a young girl with a mood disorder,

incoherent paragraphs are strung into messy narratives and long sections are boring, un-
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